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An iOS Apps Development Company

WHO ARE WE?
● Established in 2008
● 3 dozens of native iOS applications designed,
developed and made live in App Store
● Global clients
● Offshore team
● Customer focused
● Expert in latest iOS technologies SwiftUI, and The
Composable Architecture (TCA)
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WHY EVANGELIST APPS?
● We systematically develop an architecture from first principles, with an eye on building
something that is scalable, modular, testable, and more.
● We help build apps to suit the customer's needs and to take their
business to the next level.
● We strive for proficiency and technical excellence in the
products delivered.
● We maintain a policy of transparency with our clients by
providing them with regular builds and updates
● We have a proven reputation for keeping our promises and
delivering apps on time.

OUR EXPERTISE
● One-stop mobile application development company with strong focus on iOS
● Use the latest toolkit from Apple for native apps development (Xcode, SwiftUI, The
Composable Architecture)
● Agile methodology for development
● Decades of Expertise (over 70 man-years)
● Committed to quality with dedicated teams for testing, configuration
management, and project management.
● End to end delivery
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TOOLS WE USE
Design Tools:

Development Tools:

Figma

Sketch

Invision App

Balasmic

Adobe XD

Testing Tools:

Browserstack

Illustrator

Xcode

Swift

Instruments

TestFlight

AppCenter

Bitrise

GitHUb

Jira

Clockify

LinkedIn

Twitter

Confluence

HR Tools:

Provar

Appium

Freshteam

Medium

CASE STUDY 1
Solution by Evangelist Apps

Hästens Ltd.

All these were made possible in a matter of 3 months and we were able to
satisfy the customers. We enabled the app to be distributed via 'Unlisted App
Store' mode which is quite new from Apple. This allows the store users to
download and update the app via the public facing App Store while the app is
not available for the general users.

Client Requirements
Hastens beds is a leading brand in manufacturing luxury beds for
their customers. The major challenges set forward was to manage
and update their existing native iOS apps, to create pre-orders,
sales-orders, update payments, modify the order etc. Store users
wanted to be able to search the customer along with the pre-orders
and sales orders. The distribution mechanism of the app was slow
and strenuous.

Along with this came the compatibility of the iPhone application to iPad as
well.

CASE STUDY 2
Solutions By Evangelist Apps
The development team took this challenge and came up with a very sleek UX

British Airways App

just for this purpose. After a lot of optimisation in the backend, the iOS team
incorporated the very immersive UX keeping the customers engaged in the
booking process. The result came out after about 5 months when the team
delivered this project and set a benchmark for the aviation industry.
It’s been 7 years now and customers still use this app to book flight tickets
from their iOS apps.

Client Requirements
Client wanted to enable its customers to book their tickets using the
mobile app using ‘native UI’ and complete the booking in less than 3
minutes. This came as a massive challenge for the development
team considering the complex tickets booking in terms of direct
/indirect flights, partner airlines, multiple airports etc.

CASE STUDY 3
Solutions By Evangelist Apps
We created an iPhone and iPad app for KLM to surface this information in a

KLM 'Movies & More'

very effective way. This app includes playback of movie trailers from content
delivery networks (amazon S3) using Apple’s Adaptive Bit-Rate Streaming
(ABRS).

Client Requirements
KLM airlines allows booking of tickets online and also exposes the
in-flight-entertainment content available during flight from the
flights booking page. These include multimedia contents like Movies
onboard, Music, TV episodes etc but these are present deep inside
their website and passengers don’t have an easy way to access the
content available on-board.

CASE STUDY 4
Challenge
The core asset of the App was text that described more than 100 family games.

Family Car Games

The challenge for the App was making these games easily accessible, allowing
users to get to the games by name, category or through a search mechanism.

Solutions By Evangelist Apps
The Family Car Games App was developed as the solution. It comprised a

Client Requirements
Client had some written content that he had developed which was
previously compiled and published in a book. The content was a
collection of games that families could play together. He wanted to
develop an Iphone App that could be used to deliver this content.

Picker that the user could spin to randomly select a game. It also incorporated
a search screen, an alphabetical list of games, games categorised by type etc.
The content was contained in an SQLite database which could be easily
transported and updated.

ENGAGEMENT MODEL
WE OFFER MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT MODELS BASED ON THE CLIENT’S NEED

T & M (TIME & MATERIAL)

CONSULTING MODEL

The combo of the T&M billing and Agile

Our iOS development team works as a

approach is an ultimate solution for the

plugin to your organization, bringing

development of software product. We build

talented professionals, tools, and

the right product for you.

processes that are integrated smoothly into
your operations.

STAFF AUGMENTATION
With our staff augmentation model, we
provide an option to add virtual resources
to the in-house IT team to help manage the
workload.

APP MAINTENANCE
We have, in the past, associated with
various clients, and helped them all in
efficiently maintaining and testing their
apps. Transparent and highly professional
maintenance process which reduces your
total cost of ownership.

ABOUT OUR CEO
Amit is CEO & senior iOS architect with more than 20 years of proven track record
working for leading banks, airlines, energy, design agencies covering a wide
spectrum of sectors like finance, e-commerce, aviation, publishing, multi-media and
entertainment.
He Have a natural knack to work on complex, user-centric designs suitable for
customers across different geographies and is passionate about new technology,
excellent team player and proven track record delivering projects. He also Have
hands-on development experience that helps to try out and adapt new technologies
like Watch, TVOS, new Swift versions etc at an early stage.
Amit is experienced in helping companies who are trying to innovate products or
venture out new mobile app space with proven track record of helping them take
baby-steps keeping the development cost under control while delivering business

AMIT RANJAN

value all the time.

DIRECT0R AND IOS ARCHITECT

He have successfully developed over 2 dozen iOS apps which has won many awards,
chosen by Apple as featured app and have got over 4 star rating in the UK App Store.

CONTACT US
LET US KNOW ABOUT WHAT YOU HAVE IN MIND AND HOW WE CAN WORK WITH
YOU TO TRANSFORM YOUR IMAGINATION INTO REALITY.

EMAIL

CALL

amit.ranjan@evangelistsoftware.com

+44 7853713184

WEBSITE

ADDRESS

www.evangelistsoftware.com

Fleet, England GU51 1LE

https://www.linkedin.com/company/evangelist-apps-limited
https://twitter.com/EvangelistSW
https://medium.com/evangelist-apps

